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Background

The Facts

DrayUSA is a national drayage carrier with port
cartage operations in twelve of the busiest
ports in the U.S.
Trade War with China
COVID-19 Pandemic

Our Task

Based on total TEUs, how
should DrayUSA have
distributed 1000 trucks within
each port?
Produce a forecast for 2020 and
2021
What does the new normal look
like in 2022?



2019 Truck Distribution

Congestion requires around 10% more trucks to be allocated to Long Beach/Los Angeles and New York
On dock rail at these ports decrease the need for trucks by roughly 5%



Import Projections 2020

Second-Half 2020 Projections: 20.40% Increase over First-Half (CBO)
Total 2020 Imports Projection: Roughly 21,096,637 TEU’s
Total 2019 Imports: 21,532,341
2020 is projected to be an estimated 2% decrease from 2019
Imports for the first half of 2020 down 8.68% compared to January-June of 2019
Chinese imports down nearly 14%ppp yyy



Import Projections/Truck Distribution 2020

Projections for 2020 were made using
First Half 2020 market share

With imports decreasing by 2%,  
DrayUSA can also decrease their truck 
capacity by 2%



Import Projections 2021

2021 Import Projection: 8.4% Increase over 2020 to roughly 22.9 million TEU’s
(TradingEconomics.com)
Chinese imports are rebounding with economies reopening, but its future is still unstable amidst trade
uncertainty
Trade war and manufacturing shift to other Asian countries will hurt China

Chinese imports to the United States 2016-2020



Import Projections/Truck Distribution 2021
New Baltimore improvements will allow 2 NeoPanamax ships to dock (ttnews)
New cranes and dredging in Norfolk to allow 18,000 TEU ships to enter (JOC)
Savannah has a new rail project that will double capacity (JOC)
New Charleston Walmart distribution center and DOT investment expected to increase volume by 5%
(JOC)
Cheaper Canadian ports and fewer and more equally distributed Chinese exports among East Coast
ports will hurt West Coast



Higher Costs and Superior Alternatives

LA/Long Beach environmental surcharges (LA
Times)
Canada’s West Coast ports offer a $400 - $500
per-container cost advantage on imports from
Asia to the Midwest
British Columbia Ports
West Coast ports compete for discretionary cargo
from Asia with Canadaian ports of Vancouver and
Prince Rupert
Port-related cost advantages include labor
arrangements and the absence of US harbor
maintenance tax on imports ($90 per container)
and Alameda Corridor fee ($26.33 per container)



The “New Normal”

New York, Savannah, Norfolk, and Charleston benefit from manufacturing moving from China to
other parts of Asia
Long Beach / Los Angeles hurt the most when Chinese exports decrease



The “New Normal”

There will be a continued shift of exports out of
China and to other Southeast Asia Locations
U.S container import volume from Vietnam
surged 34.2%, Thailand jumped 18% and
shipments from India were up 9.5%
The route through the Suez Canal to the East
Coast is much shorter from other Southeast
Asian countries
Modest decrease in imports due to reshoring
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